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The Leith Export Company is our trading & 
retail division; the home of our online shop, our 
physical retail in Edinburgh and the importer of 
several own-labelled products.

leithexport.com

Our Brands
We started this business with a mission to build a new 
Single Malt Scotch Whisky distillery, in Edinburgh.

But the opportunities out there in the drinks world are far too 
numerous to pass up and, to date, we’ve launched several 
drinks under our three current core marques.

The Port of Leith Distillery is a hugely exciting 
new Scotch Whisky distillery under construction 
in Edinburgh’s historic docks, on a site adjacent 
to the Royal Yacht Britannia.

leithdistillery.com

Lind & Lime Gin was launched in November 2018. 
Produced at our distillery in Leith, it is now sold 
in 26 markets worldwide, and counting.

lindandlime.com
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Lind & Lime Gin
We set out to create the very definition of what a London 
Dry Gin should be; to do something very simple, but do it to 
perfection. With juniper at its core, we use fresh lime peel 
and a hint of pink peppercorns to create a classic, benchmark 
expression that is balanced, dry and intensely refreshing. 

Produced with 100% organic ingredients.
Distilled with 100% clean electricity. 
Packaged with 100% plastic free materials.

Price per 70cl bottle:

£25.00 ex VAT
TH

E GIN MASTERS

GOLD
2020
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The Lind & Lime 
Gin Distillery Tour
We’ve been to a lot of tours at a lot of distilleries. When it came to 
creating our own tour, we decided to put all of our favourite things into 
the single best experience that we could create. 

Over the course of 75 minutes:

• Enjoy our signature Gin & Tonic on arrival.
• We will tell you the stories behind the origins of Lind & Lime
• Put in a shift on the capsule spinner on our bottling line as you fill and 

label your very own 5cl bottle of Lind & Lime.
• Pay attention, take a seat and mix your perfect Gimlet.
• Sip your Gimlet while we tell you a few more stories.
• Taste some more delights in our shop on the way out.

Price per tour voucher

£16.00 ex VAT
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Lind & Lime 
Festive Cracker
The perfect gift for the gin fans! The same award-winning gin 
and beautiful bottle in 5cl miniature packaged in our beautifully 
designed cracker. 

Why not add a cracker onto your order?

Price per cracker

£4.50 ex VAT
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Port Of Leith 
Distillery 
Oloroso Sherry
Sherry casks play a very important role in Scotch Whisky 
production, and that started in Leith. Wine merchants 
shipped their barrels of sherry into the port and they 
were decanted into bottles. The local whisky merchants 
would then take the empty casks to mature their spirits. 
Before long, they discovered that their customers liked 
the whisky from the sherry casks.

Our sherry is sourced from Bodegas Baron in Spain. In the future 
we will use their casks to mature our spirit. So we thought we 
should enjoy their amazing Oloroso in the meantime.

Price per 75cl bottle

£14.00 ex VAT
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Port Of Leith 
Distillery 
Tawny Port
Martha’s Family Estate has been producing exquisite 
Tawny Port in the Douro Valley since the mid 18th 
Century. For much of that time, their wines were sold to 
merchants in Porto to be bottled under other people’s 
brands. We couldn’t quite believe our taste-buds when we 
discovered them. This Reserve Tawny has been matured 
for 6 to 8 years and retains incredibly pure and vibrant red 
fruit flavours with a beautiful nutty undertone. It is very 
delicious indeed. 

In the future, we will use casks from Martha’s Family Estate to 
mature some of our Scotch Whisky, so you may find some of 
these flavours swirling through our Single Malt. 

Price per 75cl bottle

£14.00 ex VAT
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Port Of Leith 
Distillery 
White Port
At the Port of Leith Distillery we want to produce 
outstanding single malt Scotch whisky. To do that, 
we need to find some very special barrels to mature 
our whisky.

This White Port is a field blend of Malvasia fina, Viosinho, 
Gouveio and Donzelinho grapes. The wine is first fermented 
on its skins for a week before fortification with 1 part grape 
spirit to 3 parts wine. It is then matured for an average of 3 
years in 10,000 litre old oak barrels.

Price per 75cl bottle

£14.00 ex VAT
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La Garde 
Écossaise 
Champagne
La Garde Écossaise is the proprietary Champagne brand of 
the Leith Export Company. Leith was Scotland’s gateway 
to the world for centuries, and the major entry point for 
wines and spirits from France. We celebrate that historic 
trade, and the historic friendship between our two 
countries with an exemplary wine that provides a local 
Scottish provenance to one of the most quintessentially 
French products of them all. 

The wine has a classic light yellow colour. On the nose, there 
are aromas of white fruits like peach and apricot, with a 
gentle citrus note. 

 On the palate, the delicate ripe stone fruits are there again, 
with a hint of green apple and the luxurious brioche character 
that defines a superlative champagne.

Price per 75cl bottle

£26.00 ex VAT
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Bespoke Gift 
Packaging
Any order of Port Of Leith Distillery or Leith Export Co. products 
will come wrapped in an illustration of Edinburgh, portraying some 
of the cities most revered landmarks. 

When you purchase Lind & Lime directly from us, it comes wrapped 
in a beautiful map depicting 24 historic ships of our port of Leith.

With a minimum order of 20 bottles, we can add gift tags with your 
company logo and include a personal message in the package (up 
to 80 characters).

Please allow 10 working days before order is dispatched.

P&P per box (1-4 bottles): £8.00
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Front Back (examples)
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Pricing

Lind & Lime Gin
70cl

£25 ex VAT

Port of Leith Distillery 
Tawny Port 75cl

£14 ex VAT

The Lind & Lime Gin Distillery
Tour Voucher

£16 ex VAT

Lind & Lime
Festive Cracker

£4.50 ex VAT

Port of Leith Distillery
Oloroso Sherry 75cl

£14 ex VAT

La Garde Écossaise
Champagne 75cl

£26 ex VAT

Port of Leith Distillery
White Port 75cl

£14 ex VAT

P&P per box (1-4 bottles): £8.00/P&P per gift voucher: £2.50  |  Payment Terms: Full payment required upfront before shipping  |  Order via: sales@leithdistillery.com
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Order via: sales@leithdistillery.com


